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Audience Classification: Audiences are classified by media companies so that they can be more 
easily targeted. 

NRS Classification
The NRS classifies audience by giving them a social grade based on their occupation and earnings. 
Information on the NRS can be found here:

http://www.nrs.co.uk/nrs-print/lifestyle-and-classification-data/social-grade/

The classifications are as follows:

% of population 

(NRS 2015)

A    Higher managerial, administrative and professional 4

B    Intermediate managerial, administrative and professional 23

C1    Supervisory, clerical and junior managerial, administrative and    
        professional

27

C2   Skilled manual workers  21

D     Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers 16

E     State pensioners casual and lowest grade workers, unemployed   
       with state benefits only

9

Young and Rubicam

Another classification method was devised by Young and Rubicam, an American marketing 
company. They developed the 4CS method of characterising the audience grouping them into 7 
categories.

For further information visit: http://www.4cs.yr.com/global/
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Summary

The Aspirer
Materialistic, and driven by others’ perceptions. They 
respond to image, persona and fashion. Desire status. 

The Reformer
Value their own judgement, anti-materialistic, socially 
aware and tolerant. 

The Explorer
Driven by a need for discovery and challenge. Respond to 
new brands that offer instant effects. 

The Succeeders
They have strong goals, usually in position of responsibility. 
They seek out quality brands. They desire products for 
relaxation. Their core is control. 

The Mainstreamers
The largest audience group, they are the mainstream of 
society. They desire family brands and stick to those they 
know. They need security.  

The Resigned
Predominantly older audience with traditional values. 
Nostalgic for the past. They respect institutions and are 
driven by a need for safety and economy.  

The Struggler

Live for the moment and make few plans, seen by others as 
victims and wasters. They are aimless with few resources. 
They desire instant gratification and are consumers of 
alcohol and junk food. They seek brands for escape.  

How would you classify yourself according to the NRS and 4CS?


